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Introduction 

Hi Amazing Friend!  First, I’m so happy you’re taking action to Empower Your 

Day! I truly hope you get a lot out of this little book.  I know it will offer you some 

inspiration and creative ideas for creating happier, more energetic, successful 

days, as well as new ways to view how the way you start your days impacts your 

life.  

I’ve come to know through my own personal experience, and through 

learning from some wonderful teachers, that one of the most important parts of 

your day, if not the most important, are the moments you wake up in the morning.  

The way you start your day – everything from your first thoughts to how you 

nourish your body to the way you get ready – sets the tone for your entire day, 

and greatly influences your happiness, success, and energy overall in your life.   

 I created this book because I’m fantastically passionate about sharing 

what I’ve learned on this subject; as I know that simply starting with some small 

shifts to the way you approach your mornings can empower your days in huge 

ways and lead to radical positive, lasting changes in your life.  It did in mine!   

In the first section, I’ll share with you my personal story on how applying 

these simple ideas to my own life helped me drastically improve my overall 

happiness, energy, success, and outlook.  Then, I’ll go on to share tips, tools, 

and practical ideas for implementing these empowering practices in your life.   
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It’s a great idea to share these ideas with your loved ones as well, and 

work on making these positive changes to your mornings together.  If you’ve got 

kids, share this information with them and try some of the practices together. 

Some of this stuff you may do already, and some may be completely new 

to you.  Either way, actively and consciously making them a regular part of your 

life will help you in a big way toward positive change.   

Enjoy!  Wishing you awesome mornings and empowered days ahead!   

Much Love & awesome mornings ~ Kristi 
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"What do I think about when I strike out? I think about hitting home runs." 
 -Babe Ruth 

 

Positive Thinking Starts With Your Very First Thoughts of the Day 

As you’re waking up each morning, those first few thoughts that float through 

your cloudy mind are some of your most powerful, and they have the influence to 

set the stage for your entire day.  With practice, you can teach yourself to shift 

your focus when you wake up to make your first thoughts of the day positive, 

inspiring, and high quality.   

 

A Journey to Better Mornings  

 There was a particular time a few years back when I was going through a 

very difficult transformational period.  I was experiencing a number of personal 

challenges, reflections, and choices that were painful but necessary to go 

through.  I’d had extensive shoulder surgery, and was at the tail end of over a 

year of arduous recovery.  I’d been working very little, and needed new direction.  

There was a ton of soul searching going on.  I felt depleted, defeated, and it 

seemed like every day was starting out with a major cheer shortfall.   
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I’d learned over the years how powerful thoughts are, and knowing that 

changing the way you look at something can bring a whole new perspective, I 

began to look for patterns in my thoughts that could be contributing to the not-so-

desirable place I was in.  I really wanted to identify some of the blocks that were 

preventing me from moving forward in the positive way I desired.   

After carefully tuning in to my thought patterns for a few days, what I 

noticed was that when I was first opening my eyes in the morning, and even 

before that, many of the first thoughts running through my mind were of stuff that 

made me feel instantly drained or bummed out!  I was waking up with images of 

people who had recently caused me pain, projects that were dragging me down, 

obligations that weren’t feeding my soul, and on it goes.  I was getting out of bed 

and starting my day like that.  No wonder I was in such a funky place!  Light bulb 

moment!   

If I could be more conscious of my very first thoughts in the morning, and 

make a deliberate effort to be sure my first thoughts of the day were pleasant, 

positive, healing ones, could that potentially change… everything? 

I went on a mission to be very aware of what my first thoughts were upon 

waking up in the morning.  Could I teach myself to automatically wake up in a 

loving, nurturing state?  For the next few weeks, as soon as I was aware in the 

morning, I immediately brushed off any negative thoughts that tried to creep in, 

and challenged myself to replace them with anything happy or inspiring.   

We’re all a little spacey when we first wake up, right?  I’m no exception.  

So, upon waking, I would work to remember my venture to think of positive 

thoughts and images in those moments, and then just allow my mind to flow to 

whatever happy things organically popped up.  Lemon drops.  An excited dog 

barking in the distance.  Birds chirping.  Gratitude for how fantastically cozy the 

bed was.   

As I woke up further, I would shift to more complex positive thoughts, like 

“I’m going to create a great day today” (and then think about the “how”).  I would 
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also practice thinking positive, empowering affirmations that applied to the day 

ahead.  Even on what seemed to be the hardest days, simple thoughts like “I’m 

thankful to be safe and in a calm, quiet place” were amazingly helpful.   

The first few days were a bit challenging, and I caught myself straying to 

nasty places in my mind a few times, but as soon as I noticed it, I would quickly 

shift back to positive.  It almost became like a fun game.  After practicing this for 

a few days, I noticed it became easier, and I was getting out of bed not just in a 

happier place, but also in an amazingly blissful place!  Everything seemed 

brighter, and when my feet hit the ground I was ready and excited for the 

beautiful day ahead!  Totally psyched!   

Some of the things that had been plaguing me began to fall away.  Clarity 

began to emerge, and new perspective set in.  I was more productive, optimistic, 

and my days kept getting better and better.  I even started to apply the positive 

thought practice during the day or in the evenings when I found myself slipping 

into the negative.  I learned to brush off negative thoughts the same way I would 

shoo a fly. 

After a month or so, the change in thoughts became automatic, which is 

about right, as it’s been noted that a new habit takes roughly 30 days to form.  In 

this case, a new and outstanding habit had kicked in.  The happy morning 

thoughts, and therefore happy mornings and better days, became a permanent 

shift.   

I was so excited by how making simple changes in the morning could 

positively influence the entire day, I decided not just to bliss my first thoughts in 

the morning, but all the other factors that I was waking up to as well.  I applied 

simple but meaningful changes to my environment, nutrition, and sleep habits 

that amplified the effects of the positive thoughts in a major way.  The results 

have been life changing.   
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In the rest of this book, I’ll share some of my tips and tools for making the 

same changes in your life.  Grab your journal and get ready to rock your 

mornings!   

*  *  * 
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“Be pleasant until ten o'clock in the morning and the rest of the day will take care of 
itself.”  ~Elbert Hubbard 

 

Tools for Making Your First Thoughts High Quality and Empowering 

Changing your first thoughts, as well as your routine in the morning to bring in the 

positive is not only part of a fresh way to approach achieving a happier life, it’s 

also a fundamental part of bringing more energy, optimism, and success into 

your world.   

Below are a few helpful tools and ideas to help you create your daily practice of 

waking up in a positive, empowering place.   

o Keep a pad and pen next to the bed to write down positive thoughts and 

affirmations when they come to mind.  When you need a little nudge in the 

morning, grab it and read away.  You can even include some of the 

affirmations in this book.  You can also use this to write down those great 

ideas that pop into your head in the middle of the night and nag you until 

you either lose them forever (major bummer) or write them down.  Those 

are some of the brightest ideas and it’s important to capture them (not to 

mention, getting them on paper and out of your head brings instant 

peace). 

o Memorize a favorite saying or affirmation as a “default” phrase you can 

shift to when needed.  One of my favorites is, “It’s a brand new day and 

another opportunity to create joy and success.” 

o Keep a favorite quote or affirmation in a frame on your nightstand.  

Something that always puts you in a better place.  I have one that reads, 

“Live in the moment and make it beautiful.” 

o Keep a glass of water next to your bed so it’s waiting for you when you 

wake up.  Those little magazine subscription cards work great to put over 

the top and keep the dust out (finally, a use for them!).  The water will be 
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there to welcome you to the new day, refresh your body, and start you off 

in a nurtured place.  It’s a physical reminder that you do loving things for 

yourself.  I can’t stress enough how important it is to give your body the 

gift of hydration. Hydration = energy!  

o Subscribe to a positive blog or newsletter so you have a regular flow of 

uplifting content to read any time you need it.  I’ve made a habit of reading 

at least one every morning when I have my tea or coffee.  Do this before 

you open yourself up to whatever the current news headlines are that day.  

They can wait. 

o Try the Three S’s – One of my Favorites: 

I really created The Three S’s for myself as a simple and easy way to get 

into the right mindset each morning.  I made it a regular habit, and it’s made a 

huge difference.  It’s a major attitude check!  It’s such a great little practice that 

it’s now one of the things that I get the most positive feedback on from people 

who have tried it and experienced great results.  

Those who know me know that I’m big on simplicity, and nothing gets me 

inspired more than super simple tools that produce kick-ass results.  The Three 
S’s is definitely turning out to be one of those. 

 

How to do The three S’s: 
When you wake in the morning (I like to do this while I’m still in bed 

resting, paying attention to the sounds of the birds outside, etc.), or any 

time you’re stressed and feel like you need a mini-break to hit your inner 

reset button, close your eyes and do these three things – in order – and 

feel the shift!  It only takes a minute or two, but can change the course of 

your whole day. 

 

SMILE ~ Studies have shown that the simple, physical act of cracking a 

smile for at least 17 seconds (I say 30+ is ideal) creates a chemical 

change in the brain that triggers feel-good feelings.  It even works if you’re 
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faking the smile!  Try holding the smile through the next two S’s for 

maximum impact and to keep the energy flowing. 

 

SAY THANKS ~ Take a minute to think about what you’re grateful for in 

this moment.  Picture some of these things in your mind’s eye if you can 

(favorite people, favorite foods, simple pleasures, your warm bed).  Feel 

the positive transformation that comes from shifting your mindset to a 

place of gratitude.  When you begin to feel a shift and feel ready, move on 

to the last S. 

 

SET AN INTENTION ~ Now that you’ve created a positive shift in your 

heart and mind, set an intention.  It can be general, such as, “I intend to 

enjoy today and spend time with people who inspire me.”  It can be 

specific, like, “I intend to be a valuable contributor in today’s office 

meeting, and my ideas will be well received.”  One of my favorites is, “I 

intend to take excellent care of my mind and body today, and to inspire 

others to do the same.” 

 

That’s it!  Open your eyes and go on about your day with better 

energy, a brighter outlook, and a clear intention.  Keep The Three S’s in 

your happiness toolbox and bust them out any time you need them.  See if 

you can turn this idea into a new daily habit.  Small shifts create miracles! 

 

 

*  *  * 

Make Over Your Morning Routine 

Now that we’ve taken on your first thoughts of the day, let’s take on your routine 

after you’re out of bed.  In addition to your morning thoughts having a huge 

impact, your practices and experiences in the morning have a major impact on 

the shape of your day.  
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 Taking a good look at how your mornings currently unfold is a great place 

to start.  Then, you’ll be in a great place to begin a “morning makeover.”  The 

following worksheet will help you answer some key questions about how you’re 

starting your day.  

Take a few minutes and think about your morning practices.  Ask yourself these 

questions: 

o Do I allow myself enough time in the morning to get ready at a 
peaceful and reasonable pace?   

___Yes!  I allow myself plenty of time.     ___No     ___Could do better    

o Am I getting enough sleep on a regular basis to wake up and face the 
day in a healthy, refreshed, energetic way?   

___Yes!  I get plenty of quality sleep.     ___No     ___Could do better      

o Do I eat something healthy and drink plenty of water in the morning 
to give my body the nutrients and hydration it needs to get going?   

___Yes!  I eat a healthy breakfast.     ___No     ___Could do better      

o Is my bedroom and bathroom organized in a way that makes it easy 
to find what I need when getting ready?   

___Yes!  I get ready with ease.    ___No     ___Could be better      

o Does the space I wake up and get ready in nurture me and make me 
feel good?   

___Yes!  I love where I wake up daily.    ___No     ___Could be better      

o Is my commute enjoyable and filled with music I like, positive audio 
books, or uplifting talk radio? 

___Yes!  I enjoy a peaceful commute.    ___No     ___Could do better      
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If these questions have helped you realize you could use a little re-

organizing of your mornings to help get your days started off in a happier, more 

supportive way, the rest of this book will offer a few solutions and ideas to help 

create more pleasant and organized mornings.  Ready for your morning 

makeover?  The idea is to go from tolerating to enjoying on all levels.  Let’s go! 

*  *  * 

 

 

 

“Lose an hour in the morning, and you will be all day hunting for it.”  

 ~Richard Whately 

 

Customize Morning Timing to Create Peace 

Let’s talk about how much time you have to get ready in the morning.  This is an 

area where most of us can use improvement.  I was soooo guilty of the morning 

rush for so long!  Even if you’re waking up and giving yourself plenty of time to 

get ready and out the door on time, are you allowing yourself the luxury of a little 

extra time to read a motivating article, meditate (even for a couple of minutes), 

lovingly connect with a pet or family member, or step outside for some healing 

deep breaths of fresh air?  

To add more you time to your mornings, try setting your alarm to wake you 

up 15 minutes earlier than you’ve been used to.  You’re worth it!  If you can’t 

imagine losing that 15 minutes of sleep, then the next section about getting better 

quality sleep is definitely for you. 

If 15 minutes earlier seems like a challenge to you, start with five and work 

up to 15.  Even just five extra minutes in the morning can make a big difference.  

These little slices of you time in the morning are a basic element in creating more 

happiness and balance.  It can truly add to your sense of harmony and 

empowerment.  Especially if you’ve got a long day ahead of you.  Just five 
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minutes of stillness and quiet to connect with yourself is immensely powerful and 

clarifying. 

And on that note, I’ll mention that giving yourself five extra minutes in 

many areas of your life is an amazingly powerful practice.  I actually work to be 

five minutes early whenever possible wherever I’m going.  It’s kind of amazing 

how much stress this small change has zapped from my life.  Try this, and think 

about where else in your life you can give yourself five extra minutes. 

*  *  * 

 

Quality Sleep – Let’s Get Some! 

Let’s face it.  A bad night’s sleep sucks and negatively affects your whole day.  If 

you’re in the habit of regularly starting your days with a sleep deficit, this is a 

major bliss blocker.  Take a look at what you can do to make a change.  How can 

you get to bed 30 minutes earlier?  A whole hour?   

 If you sometimes have trouble sleeping, it could be due to either diet, lack 

of exercise, anxiety, or all three (triple whammy).  There are positive changes 

you can make, many are covered in this book, that will help in those areas.   

A note on anxiety:  If you suffer from anxiety like I did for years, know that the 

three key contributors to anxiety are unfinished business, stressing about things 

that haven’t happened yet, and a deficiency in self-care.  Taking some time to 

examine and create shifts in these areas can be very helpful in reducing anxiety 

in general.    

 Here are some of my favorite helpful sleep tips: 

o If your mind is racing when you’re trying to get to sleep, try making lists of 

10 positive things in your mind.  Healthy things you ate that day, things 

you’re feeling grateful for that day, things you’re looking forward to the 

next day, etc.  This will occupy your mind and calm you.  When I try this 
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trick, I’m often zonked out before I get to 10.  If you get to 10 and you’re 

still awake, start on another list.  Golf great Jack Nicklaus once said, 

“Concentration is a fine antidote to anxiety.”  Yes! 

o Try to avoid eating for a minimum of two hours before going to bed.  If you 

can make it three or longer, even better.  Changing the kinds of foods you 

eat for dinner can help a lot too.  Stick with a light, veggie-heavy dinner. 

o Quit the TV at least 30 minutes before you crash out.  Give your eyes a 

chance to wind down from all that light and movement.   

o Take a few minutes to read something positive before turning off the light.  

A chapter from an uplifting book, flip through a light-hearted magazine, 

etc.  This will put your mind in a good place to drift off.   

o Evaluate the bed you sleep in.  Is it old and saggy?  Are you madly in love 

with your sheets and blankets?  You should be!  Are you waking up with a 

stiff neck because your pillow is flat and old?  Your bed should be a 

heavenly place.  My life changed when I discovered the combination of a 

high-quality mattress, a featherbed mattress pad, and organic cotton 

jersey sheets – it’s like sleeping on a squishy T-shirt!  Run – don’t walk - to 

the nearest bed and bath store and see what speaks to you.  Invest.   

o Make sure your room is completely dark.  The darker the better.  Even the 

smallest bit of light can affect your sleep.  I was amazed how much better I 

started sleeping when I installed blackout curtains a few years ago.  I even 

go as far as to stick rolled up towels at the base of hotel room doors to 

keep the bright light out. 

o Keep electronics in your room to a minimum and as far away from you as 

you can.  If you have a clock radio and it must be on the nightstand, put 

something in front of it to reduce the light it puts out (yet another great use 

for those magazine subscription cards!).   
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*  *  * 

“Mornings are when our light is ready to shine with the sun, our soul is rested and 
ready, and what lies ahead is endless possibility.” ~ This quote is from me! 

 

Creating Endless Energy: Show Your Body Love With the Right Nutrition 

Your body is your ultimate source of renewable energy.  Your body is also a 

beautiful miracle that relies on your love and support to thrive, and in return, 

support you.  It is your most prized possession.   

When you’re short on time, or maybe just not that hungry yet, it’s tempting 

to put nutrition off until later.  Don’t.  You can’t afford it.  When you get up in the 

morning, your body has gone hours without fuel or hydration.  You can’t expect to 

feel great and have energy for the rest of the morning without giving it what it 

needs to function.  You wouldn’t try to drive your car to work with an empty fuel 

tank, right?   

 I always start my morning with a big glass of room temperature water.  I 

keep it next to my bed so it’s waiting for me as soon as I’m up.  Water is the 

ultimate healer and the very best energy drink there is.  I can’t stress hydration 

enough.  It’s been said that even just a 1% drop in ideal hydration can reduce 

your energy level by 5% or more.  Who wants to start the day with an energy 

deficit?     

Think about what you’re eating in the morning and how you might be able 

to improve it by reducing sugar and bad fats and increasing nutritional value.  If 

you’re already choosing pretty healthy options, think of how you can step it up.  

Remember, what you consume (both nutritionally and energetically) is the fuel of 

your life.   

Here are some simple ideas and recipes to help power up your menu in 

the morning.  These just are my suggestions.  Everyone is different, but I wanted 

to share some of the healthful ways I nourish my cells (and soul!).  Go organic as 
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much as possible, and peel fruits and veggies that aren’t organic whenever you 

can. 

*  *  * 

Kristi’s Super Power Fruit & Veggie Smoothie 

½ cup wild blueberries (frozen or not) 

1/2 cup organic frozen strawberries 

1 whole banana 

1 cup orange juice 

½ cup water 

1 fist full of organic spinach 

Add ingredients into blender and blend until smooth.  You can adjust the water to 

change the thickness.  I love mine with a paper straw in a happy color! 

 

*  *  * 

Kristi’s Think Green Energy Booster Smoothie 

2 cups fresh spinach (or 1 cup frozen) 
 

½ of one cucumber, peeled 
 

1 green apple, sliced and cored (peeled if not organic) 
 

1/2 cup apple juice 

½ cup organic frozen blueberries 

1 tablespoon lemon juice 

1 cup filtered water 
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Add ingredients into blender and blend until smooth.  You can add a little water to 

change the thickness.  Or, add a bit of coconut water to add more sweetness. 

* Note: I also recommend green drinks or smoothies in the early to mid-afternoon 

to help eliminate afternoon fatigue.  It works great!  If you don’t enjoy the fibrous 

consistency of blending green drinks, you can try using a juicer. 

*  *  * 

Healthy, running-out-the-door options 

! Raw almonds with a banana or apple (or other grab & go fruit) 

! Almond butter on a sprouted grain (or gluten free) slice of bread with piece 

of fruit 

! Apple and Raw Trail Mix 

! Low fat organic string cheese with fruit 

! Hardboiled egg (always organic, cage free from a reliable source – mine 

come from my backyard chickens) with a piece of fruit 

 

*  *  * 

 

Happy Surroundings: Creating Joy in Your Living Spaces 

When you wake up, do you feel like the space you’re in welcomes you with love 

to the new day?  The suggestions I made earlier about bedding and keeping 

water by your bed apply here.  Additionally, what else you keep by your bedside 

is significant.  Objects that make you feel good or remind you of goals you have 

are awesome bedside flair.  Keeping your robe at the foot of your bed so it’s 

there to greet you when you’re up is a great habit. The idea is to set your 

environment up so it says, “Good morning, you!  You’re fantastic!” - every day. 
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Let’s talk about your bathroom.  It’s the first room you usually head to after 

getting up.  Is it decorated in way that makes you feel at peace and uplifted?  I 

have a huge wooden Buddha sculpture hanging on the wall above my tub.  It’s 

the first thing that greets me when I enter the space, and it always shifts me into 

a relaxed, optimistic place.  When I see it, it reminds me to look into the mirror 

and say something like, “Hi beautiful!”  I also keep scented soy candles, favorite 

natural soaps, and big piles of fluffy white towels handy.  All of this puts me in a 

great place – usually before I’ve even stretched in the morning. 

Organizing 

Make a list, on paper or in your mind, of a few things you could do to be 

better organized in the morning.  We’re all a little disorganized now and then, but 

it’s most energy draining when it affects your morning.   

Even just organizing your socks and unmentionables can be helpful.  

Other ideas to add to peaceful mornings include putting out (or at least planning 

out) your clothes the night before, setting up your coffee maker or tea pot in 

advance, and keeping your closet and bathroom drawers super organized.   

Schedule an afternoon to organize in a personalized way that will make 

getting ready a breeze.  When you evaluate your surroundings with the specific 

idea of making mornings easier in mind, you’ll see new solutions and come up 

with ideas you may not have thought of before.  

Things I can do as a gift to myself to help create easier mornings: 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

 

Now, go through the spaces where you spend time in the morning and bliss them 

up.  Clear clutter.  If it’s not beautiful, meaningful, or functional, it’s gone!  Add a 

few items that make you feel good and inspire you when you see them.  

Not only will all this action make your mornings drastically more pleasant, 

it will also create a flow of reminders that you’re taken care of, that you’re making 

yourself a priority, and that you deserve all that is good and beautiful in life.   

*  *  * 

20 Affirmations for Starting the Day 

o I go through my day knowing that I’m supported, loved, and guided. 

o I love life and life loves me right back. 

o My body loves all the healthy foods I eat. 

o I am a beautiful, capable person with much to offer the world. I shine bright. 

o I wake up each morning thinking about all that is wonderful in my life.  

o I marvel in the beauty of nature.  I am one with nature. 

o I surround myself with people who bring me joy. 

o I enjoy taking loving care of myself. 

o I love myself without conditions or judgment. I am enough just as I am. 

o Happiness and peace comes to me easily.  I feel wonderful. 

o The energy I send out comes back to me.  Each day I send out love, serenity, and 
healing thoughts.  
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o My smile is one of my most valuable assets.  I use it often. 

o I allow myself plenty of time to move through my day with ease and clarity.  

o I embrace each new day and know that I have the energy and ability to turn my 
dreams into reality. 

o I am loved.  I love me. 

o I slow down enough to experience the wonder of each moment. 

o I marvel in the beauty and joy that can be found in the little things. 

o I am focused, secure, safe, and centered.  I choose to be in a loving atmosphere 
that inspires and nurtures me. 

o I take risks and release fear of stepping into the unknown. New adventures are 
always waiting for me. 

o I let go of what is no longer serving me.  I open my heart & mind and make room 

for new opportunities.   

*  *  * 

 

"Love yourself first and everything else falls into line." ~ Lucille Ball 

Get Passionate About You 

The most important person to show up for each day is Y O U.  It starts each 

morning.  When you put caring for yourself first, listen to and honor your inner 

voice, nourish your body and soul, and take time to focus on being your best self, 

you are then in a place to create the success and happiness you desire, and to 

be the best you possibly can be for all those in your life. Get passionate about 

you! 

          The way we perceive our world is the way we experience it. Focus each 

morning and day on the good, go where there is love, be true to your heart, and 

see the miracles that are all around. By doing this, you can instantly create a life 

filled with more joy, love, and success. 

*  *  * 
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The way we start our days is something I’m so passionate about, because 

changes in this area have made such a tremendous positive difference in my life.   

Thank you for allowing me to share my thoughts and ideas with you.  

When we change our thoughts, when we change our approach, and when we 

care for ourselves in conscious, loving ways, everything changes.  Wishing you 

happiness, health, success, and many empowered days to come. ☺   

To your happiest life! 

Love ~ Kristi 

*  *  * 

kristiling.com 
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